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Editorial
This special issue is composed of complete papers that were presented at the work-
shop of the successfull project of European Union | ALTEC-KIT (Algorithms for
Future Technologies | Keep in Touch), held at Max-Planck-Institute for Informatics
in Saarbrucken on May 23{26, 1997. All papers were subjected to the normal refereeing
procedures of this journal.
In the paper Algorithms for the parallel alternating direction access machine the
authors Bogdan S. Chlebus, Artur Czumaj, Leszek Gasieniec, Miros law Kowaluk and
Wojciech Plandowski describe a number of algorithms for a model of parallel machine
called PADAM. They develop optimal routing scheme, algorithms enhancing random
access of processors to all memory blocks, general simulations of shared memory
machines and optimal algorithms for selection, merging and sorting problems.
Brigitte Oesterdiekho (Periodic comparator networks) surveys recent results about
periodic algorithms on sorting, merging and permuting with focus on small constant
periods.
Guillaume Fertin investigates techniques for constructing sparse digraphs in which
broadcasting can be completed in minimum time in the paper On the structure of
minimum broadcast digraphs. In particular, he determines the exact number of directed
edges of minimum broadcast digraphs of order n = 2p−1 and n = 2p−2.
Cyril Gavoille (A survey on interval routing) presents an exhaustive survey on
interval routing scheme (a method used to compact routing tables) including many
conjectures and open problems.
The paper of Peter Ruzicka and Daniel Stefankovic On the complexity of multidi-
mensional interval routing schemes is devoted to the study of eciency of multidi-
mensional interval routing schemes with respect to space complexity and congestion.
In the paper A new lower bound for the bipartite crossing number with applications,
Farhad Shahrokhi, Ondrej Sykora, Laszlo Szekely and Imrich Vrt’o introduce a new
lower bound techniques relating bipartite crossing number and edge connectivity prop-
erties of a graph. They further improve their result for hypercubes and two-dimensional
meshes.
We express our thanks to the referees.
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